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THE PATH TO GREAT DESIGN

The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step…. 

Your own imagination can help deliver and inspire every step of

the way; handing the surface to you as a fresh canvas for your

designs to become a wonderful reality, is what DekorGrip is all

about…so go create. 

Power to lift and harmonise, or blend with any environment is

of ultimate significance. Turning motivational and stimulating

ideas into surfacing designs has a superb impact on the user.

The first impression is memorable and lasting, welcoming all 

along…THE PATH TO GREAT DESIGN.

A Wealth of knowledge and experience means the DekorGrip

team can work very closely with designers and surfacing 

contractors, providing all the support and confidence needed.

This means bespoke expectations are achieved in supplying

seamless and stunning stone carpets inside and out.
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OUR SOLUTIONS

"ENHANCE THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF YOUR LANDSCAPE"

"THE SURFACE I’VE ALWAYS WANTED"

An encapsulated natural aggregate 

surface with a smooth troweled finish. 

Perfectly meets current demands for

sustainable drainage (SUDS) whilst

ensuring a stunning surface.

RESIN BOUND SURFACING

RESIN BONDED SURFACING

An extremely hard wearing bonded

aggregate surface. Offers a natural 

pleasing appearance of loose aggregate

without any of the setbacks that come

with loose stone surfaces.
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A resin bound system with typical make

up of 10mm aggregate, to create voids

to allow and promote the free flow

of air and water around tree beds.

TREE PIT SYSTEM

A bound-in rubber crumb surface used

for play areas or to give an alternative

decorative finish. Available in various colours

for individual designs, conforms to fall 

height requirement BS EN 1177:2008.

RUBBER CRUMB SURFACING

RUBBER MULCH SURFACING

A unique bound-in solution that gives a

beautiful natural bark appearance. The

environmental benefits of 100% recycled

rubber bark make it far superior than

organic mulches in every area.

"PERFECTLY ENHANCES ANY PUBLIC AREA"

"VERY SAFE WITH WONDERFUL AESTHETICS"
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BEAUTY AND DURABILITY ON YOUR DOORSTEP
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DEKORGRIP RESIN 
BOUND SURFACING

Resin bound aggregate paving solutions

offering natural and recycled materials,

unlimited colours and designs that no other

type of paving can match. Unlike many

traditional paving systems, DekorGrip

Resin Bound is permeable - demonstrating

a sustainable approach to water conservation.
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RESIN BOUND AGGREGATE SURFACING
For a Smooth Finish

Hardwearing and long lasting for pedestrian
and vehicular use.

Rapid application, can be laid over many 
existing surfaces.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

•  Durable

Smooth finish with no loose stone - Ideal for
children, pushchairs, bicycles and disabled
access.

•  Smooth Seamless Finish 

No loose stones or weeds. Simply brush,
blow or power wash.

•  Easy Maintainance

•  Quick and Easy To Install 

Vast range of colour options giving endless
design capability.

•  Selection

Long lasting colour retention.

•  Colour Stable 

Suitable for 

vehicles and 

pedestrians

Heritage Sites - Colour Matching - Restoration Projects - Car Parks - Driveways - Pathways - Regeneration Projects - Schools - Parks

Barley Beach Barley Rose Cornfield Frosted Dawn Lunar Falls Mocha Beach
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•  Design Flexibility

COLOUR AND DESIGN CAPABILITIES

BREATHE FRESH LIFE INTO YOUR SURFACE

Unlimited colour range for creative, innovative
and simply stunning designs. Aggregates

available in a wide range of colours and textures,
the design possibilities are endless.

 Swimming Pool Surrounds - Playgrounds - Access Areas - Showrooms - Shops - Airports - Museums - Libraries - Community Areas 

Natural Wicker Oatmeal Rich Havana Roasted Red Sandringham

Intricate designs created by water jet and inlaid 
- faster install on site with concise creation of
your blueprints.

•  Unique Creativity

Bespoke designs in larger areas with zones of
colour demonstrating your inspiration.

Easily create bespoke patterns, letters and numbers
using stencils, templates and metal edging.

•  Personalise

Many More
Blend

Options
Available
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FULLY PERMEABLE

DekorGrip Resin Bound has been developed as a fully

permeable SUDS compliant system that prevents

standing water. This allows the water to soak 

through the surface avoiding potential flooding.

If you are looking for advice on our edging profiles,
installation guidelines, or simply need some
inspiration as to how our edging profiles can
benefit your DekorGrip Resin Bound surface

 - contact us today.

The flexible nature of a rubber and aggregate
blend means it is highly resistant to sub-surface
movement, giving an extremely low maintenance

and slip resistant surface that can be installed
straight onto compacted gravel or similar.

TRIMS AND INLAYS RUBBER AGGREGATE SYSTEM

ECOGRID SUB BASE SYSTEM
Image of Eco-Grid EcoGrid is an interlocking grid system, ideal for use when

installing DekorGrip Resin Bound surfacing. In the past, resin
bound surfaces over a variety of sub-bases, such as porous asphalt

or tarmac, which can be very time consuming and costly to install.
EcoGrid removes this inconvenience and offers a quick, easy to

install, cost effective and eco-friendly sub base layer.
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RESIDENTIAL

EDUCATIONAL

HEALTHCARE

PARKS AND SPACES

SEE MORE AT MEONUK.COM

STADIA

BROAD SPECTRUM OF
ENVIRONMENTS AND PROJECTS
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DEKORGRIP RESIN BONDED SURFACING

DekorGrip Resin Bonded aggregate paving solutions offering natural and recycled materials with unlimited

colours. DekorGrip Resin Bonded can transform tired and worn surfaces simply and attractively, in even 

the most demanding of circumstances, harmonising perfectly with surroundings.

Heritage Sites - Colour Matching - Restoration Projects - Car Parks - Driveways - Regeneration Projects - Parks

Excellent

anti-slip 

properties

Amber Flint Autumn Gold Brittany Bronze Buff Bauxite Corn Flint
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Quick, easy and cost effective to install.
•  Rapid Installation

Occasional cleaning, with little or no maintenance.
•  Low Maintenance

A textured natural finish with anti-slip properties
and no loose stone.

•  Textured Finish 

Maintains and enhances surrounding environments.
•  Enhances

Hardwearing and long lasting for pedestrian
and vehicular areas.

Offers excellent anti-slip properties.
•  Anti-slip

Vast range of colour options, giving endless
design capability.

•  Colour Range

No muck away costs on existing surfaces.
•  Clean Application

•  Durable

RESIN BONDED AGGREGATE SURFACING
For a Textured Finish

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Pathways - Schools - Access Areas - Airports - Museums - Libraries - Community Areas - Pavements - Courtyards

In a range of colours, textures and aggregates, we can exactly match aesthetic demands as
well as anti-skid, colour and function specifications. Logos, designs, motifs, lettering and more

can all be incorporated to create innovative and stunning surfaces.

COLOUR AND DESIGN CAPABILITIES

Many More
Blend

Options
Available

Danish Quartz Grey Bauxite Red Granite Rhine Gold
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DEKORGRIP TREE PIT SYSTEM

DekorGrip Tree Pit system is a well proven, hard wearing and attractive porous tree surround.

Loose stones and mulch are a nuisance in pedestrian environments, and tarmacadam or 

conventional paving has the effect of an impervious cap over the tree pit. DekorGrip Tree Pit

systems prevent the material around the tree migrating. The nature of the system results in a

highly porous tree-friendly surface immediately adjacent to the tree.

Can be retro-

fitted around existing

trees reducing trip 

hazards
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SPECIALIST TREE PIT SYSTEMS
For a Sustainable Finish

No loose stone; does not blow or scatter around.

•  Low Maintenance

Highly effective weed control, eliminates the
need for strimming and spraying.

•  Time Saving

Will support light vehicular traffic.

•  Hard Wearing

Allows free flow of air and water to the root zone.
Reduces trapped litter.

•  Environmental

Less expensive and easier to maintain than
grilles. Only needs occasional cleaning.

•  Cost Effective

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Precincts - Hospitals - City Centres - Community Spaces - Parks - Urban Projects - Shopping Malls - Supermarkets

Tree pit systems are a great solution for the environment and safety. Tree pits prevent migration
of material around the tree meaning reduced mess and less maintenance. With an increased free

flow of air and water, tree pit systems promote tree growth and encourage roots to
grow down, eliminating trip hazards and pavement destruction.

Autumn Sunset Hazelstone Sandringham Sand Yellow

Many More
Blend

Options
Available
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Aquamarine

DEKORGRIP RUBBER MULCH SYSTEM

Manufactured from 100% premium recycled tyres, DekorGrip Rubber Mulch offers a soft bound

finish with the appearance of natural bark mulch. Apply with DekorGrip rubber binder to create a

unique, maintenance free surface – a superb alternative to organic mulches. DekorGrip Rubber

Mulch has been applied in many locations such as schools, play areas, gardens, picnic areas and

more. Varied range of colour options available depending on your individual requirement.

Count ry  Parks  -  Gardens -  Open Spaces

Also used

for tree pit

systems

Arizona
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Enhances woodland or sensitive areas such
as tree roots.

•  Enhancing Properties

Low maintenance and highly effective weed control.

•  Cost Effective

Doesn’t absorb water. Will not rot or blow away.

•  Remains Tidy

Made from 100% recycled rubber.

•  Environmental Demands

Install directly on compact gravel or similar.

•  Simple Application

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

SUPERIOR RUBBER MULCH SURFACING
For a Soft Bound Finish

Flower Beds - Schools and Nurser ies -  Play Parks -  Tree Surrounds - Adventure Centres -  Recreat ional  Areas

Discourages 
animal 
fouling 

“IMMEDIATELY PLEASING RESULTS, THE KIDS
LOVE THIS SAFE SURFACE”

Charcoal Chestnut Driftwood Sandlewood Slate
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DEKORGRIP RUBBER CRUMB SYSTEM

DekorGrip Rubber Crumb is a soft lay system manufactured from premium rubber with a

wide spectrum of colour options, giving a clean, smooth, vibrant finish. Rubber crumb

can be installed in many areas, but is ideally suited where young children or elderly

people are present, where there is a risk of falling and safety is a high priority.

Beige Bright Red Bright Yellow Light Green Orange

I n t e r i o r  a n d  E x t e r i o r  P l a y  A r e a s  -  S e a t i n g  A r e a s  -  L a n d s c a p i n g  -  P o o l  S u r r o u n d s  -  C o u n t r y  P a r k s18



Spectrum of vibrant colour options available
- brightens up and brings your surface to life.

•  Enhancing Properties

Weather resistant, extremely durable 
and hardwearing.

•  Long Lasting

No cracking with a smooth clean finish.

•  Clean and Tidy

Meets safety standards and conforms to fall height
requirement BS EN 1177:2008.

•  Safety

Fast and easy application.

•  Simple Application

SUPERIOR RUBBER CRUMB SURFACING
For a Safe Bound Finish

Playgrounds -  Schoo ls  and Nurser ies  -  Adventure  Cent res  -  Recreat iona l  Areas  -  Resor ts  -  Open Spaces

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Brings
your surface

to life

Give your surface a personal touch by incorporating bespoke designs, 
colour variations and patterns for a unique seamless finish. 

Pink Purple Standard Blue Turquoise

Many More
Colour
Options
Available
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Professionally installed surface which is smooth, permeable
and resistant to flooding.
Resin and stone are blended together in a forced action
pan mixer, then troweled onto the surface to provide an
extremely strong and attractive finish. Perfectly blends
into any adjacent surroundings. 
This is the premium resin aggregate surfacing system.

BOUND AND BONDED EXPLAINED

BOUND - For a Smooth Finish

BONDED - For a Textured Finish

Base 

build up

 information

available

Offers the attractiveness and contemporary feel of a
loose stone finish, but with none of the drawbacks.
Resin is spread onto a tarmac or concrete sub base, 
then loose aggregate of up to 6mm in size is broadcast
over the top.
Offers excellent anti-slip properties in all weathers, 
whilst remaining very aesthetically pleasing.
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DEKORGRIP AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Cold applied low energy laying methods. Can eliminate the need to
 remove existing surface, thus avoiding muck away transport. Typically
thin layer means minimum raw material consumption.

Recycled and renewable sources are the make-up of all DekorGrip
surfacing. Once the system has reached the end of its useful life the 
material can be recycled as an inert aggregate.

No hot works or odours combined with quick curing times means
that obstructions and disruptions are kept to an absolute minimum. 

Laboratory and live testing extending back over 15 years gives the
DekorGrip systems guaranteed longevity. Maintenance manuals and
cleaning products are available in order to keep your surface in tip top
condition.

Systems can be matched and reinstated easily with identical formulation.

Low Carbon Footprint

High Recycling Elements

Long Life of Finished Build

Ease of Reinstatement

Safe to Install
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TURNING VISION INTO REALITY

SEE MORE AT MEONUK.COM

THE PATH TO GREAT DESIGN

VISUALISE
Use the unique online swatch 
chooser tool on our website

to visualise your project. 
Physical samples are available

to help select your finish.

INSTALL ENJOY
Know that your chosen

contractor is fully supported
by DekorGrip, giving you
peace of mind throughout

the process.

You now have a surface that
will give visual enjoyment for

years to come.
Start planning your next

DekorGrip project!

Every project that specifies a resin surface starts with a vision. Our unique and
custom blends of natural aggregates will bring the vision of any architect, 

specifier or home owner to life. 
DekorGrip will make your vision take form and become functional.

Find us on:
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DekorGrip is a brand name from Meon’s range of superior surfacing products. For technical
support and details of an approved installer in your area please contact:


